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India’s Ayush market size reached
18.1 billion US dollars: RIS
Union Ayush Minister Shri Sarbananda Sonowal
released the RIS report titled ‘AYUSH Sector in India:
Prospects and Challenges’ and inaugurated ‘AYURUDYAMAH’ at New Delhi on 29 October 2021. He
stated that the market size of AYUSH has grown by 17
per cent in 2014-20 to reach US dollars 18.1 billion.
As per the Research and Information System for
Developing Countries (RIS) report, despite a slump in
economic activity in 2020 due to the pandemic, the
industry is projected to reach US$ 20.6 billion in 2021
and US $23.3 billion in 2022. In terms of the global
share, India has grown faster in the AYUSH market as
compared to the world and accounts for about 2.8 per
cent of the market, which is likely to hold even though
disruptions in production are not ruled out.

The report has also underlined the fact that Ayush
medicines have done exceedingly well in helping
Covid19 patients recover faster across the world
during the first and second wave of pandemics in the
last one and a half years.

During the same period, different product segments
have grown at a much higher rate than the overall
industry, the report informs plant derivatives
experienced 21 per cent growth in the period 20142020 followed by nutraceuticals (20.5 per cent),
pharmaceuticals (15.8 per cent), plant extracts 14.7
per cent and herbal plants (14.3 per cent).
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Establishment of incubation centre for
Innovation & Entrepreneurship at AIIA
The first of its kind incubation centre under the
Ministry of Ayush, “AIIA ICAINE – All India Institute
of Ayurveda - Incubation Centre for Innovation
and Entrepreneurship” was also launched during
the ‘AYUR-UDYAMAH’ to promote the Startups.

themselves before they scale up their ventures,”
he said.

The Minister of State for Ayush, Dr. Munjpara
Mahendrabhai, while inaugurating the Blood
Bank of AIIA, said that the Blood Bank will cater
Shri Sarbananda Sonowal outlined the need to to the needs of patients from Delhi and adjacent
relentlessly work towards making India’s Start- states. He further said, “It is important that the
ups and the Start-up Ecosystem the best in the donor feel safe while donating blood and with
world. This will contribute to the long term vision high-end filtration mechanism in AIIA under
of AatmNirbhar Bharat. “The new ideas need a skilled and trained doctors, we ensure that all
conducive environment to prosper and the centre patients are tested comprehensively before
will help young entrepreneurs to establish
receiving and donating blood.”
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MoU signed between RARI and SMU
for collaborative research
In a significant development in the field of research,
the Regional Ayurveda Research Institute (RARI)
has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
Sikkim Manipal University (SMU) on 2 October 2021.
The MoU will pave way for collaborative research
in mutually identified areas and promote research
activities.
It will promote relations and mutual understanding
between the two institutions to recognise their
strengths in research and education in one or more
disciplines of science, medical and allied health
sciences.
Both the institutes also agreed on the promotion
and development of academic cooperation by jointly
engaging in research and training programmes
and jointly organizing seminars, conferences and
workshops on topics of mutual interest. They will
also explore opportunities to exchange information
on research, training, learning material and other
literature relevant to their educational and research
activities.

Dr. Shriprakash, Assistant Director-Incharge RARI,
Gangtok and Dr. (Lt Gen) Rajan S Grewal, ViceChancellor, SMU signed the MoU on behalf of their
respective institutions.
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Ayush Ministry issues advisory,
reiterates the safe use of Giloy
The Ayush Ministry recently issued an advisory
stamping the fact that Guduchi (Tinospora cordifolia)
is safe to use but some similar-looking plants like
Tinospora crispa may be harmful. Guduchi, a wellknown herb, also known as Giloy is being used in
therapeutics in AYUSH
systems for a very long time.
It is known for its immense
therapeutic applications and
the practices are regulated
in accordance with various
applicable provisions.

It is noteworthy that numerous studies were published
in peer-reviewed indexed Journals to substantiate
the safety and efficacy of Guduchi (Tinospora
cordifolia). Its hepato-protective properties are also
well established.
It is observed that different
species of Tinospora are available
and only Tinospora cordifolia
should be used in therapeutics,
whereas similar-looking species
like Tinospora crispa may
manifest adverse effects. Thus, it
is reiterated that Guduchi is a safe
and effective Ayurveda medicine,
however, it is advisable to use it
in consultation with a qualified,
registered Ayush physician.

This advisory was issued
against the backdrop of recently
noticed safety concerns on the
use of Guduchi (Tinospora
cordifolia) that were published
in social media and in some
scientific journals as well.

New Girls’ hostel and playgrounds at
NIH Kolkata
Union Minister Shri Sarbanada Sonowal inaugurated
the Girls’ hostel for undergraduate students and
Playgrounds (Basket Ball, Foot Ball and Volley Ball) at
National Institute of Homoeopathy (NIH), Kolkata on
7th October 2021. The MoS for Ayush Dr Munjpara
Mahendrabhai also graced the event.

On this occasion, MoS Dr Munjpara Mahendrabhai
said that homoeopathy by affordability, compatibility
and palatability made itself the 2nd most accessible,
acceptable pathy among all strata of community
beyond the limit of caste, creed, religion and social
status.

Shri Sonowal said that India’s glory in health and the
AYUSH sector is one of the gems which should get its
place on the crown of Mother India. AYUSH sector
has the capability to show the health path to all the
stakeholders around the Globe.

During the event, the Minister approved the proposal
for the construction of new boys hostel with an
estimated cost of approximately Rs. 50 crores,
construction for new auditorium and Increment of
stipend of internees at par with that of Ayurveda.
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Now ASU manufacturers will get licence
with easier online process
The Ayush Ministry introduced an online application
system to make the process of granting licenses easy
and time-saving. This will be helping in the process
of granting license to manufacture Ayurveda, Siddha
and Unani (ASU) drugs in a swift, paperless and more
transparent manner. The Ministry of Ayush issued
a gazette order notifying the implementation of the
Drugs (4th Amendment) Rules 2021, with effect from
1st October 2021.

The Ministry also reduced the maximum time of
granting the license from three months to two months.
These steps will help in reducing the regulatory
compliance burden on the ASU drug manufacturers
with the intention to bring in ease of doing business
while ensuring the quality, safety and efficacy of the
ASU drugs.

The manufacturers will be able to apply for the license
online at www.e-aushadhi.gov.in. The applicants would
only be required to get their good manufacturing
practices certification validated every five years to
keep their license in force. The GMP certificate can
also be retained with online submission of a retention
fee of Rs. 1000. The manufacturing unit of the ASU
drugs will be subjected to randomized inspection
every 5 years.

Ayush Joint Secretary visits NIH Kolkata
The Joint Secretary Ministry of AYUSH, Shri D.
Senthil Pandiyan visited NIH on 29 September 2021.
He reviewed arrangements in the OPD building of
NIH, IPD, Pathology, Dispensary, Hostel area. He also
interacted with Faculties, staff, students, international
students. He asked about the requirements and assured
them to provide all possible resources to improve the
Institute.
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NMPB collaborates to produce quality
planting material
In a bid to promote the production of quality planting
material of medicinal plants, the National Medicinal
Plant Board (NMPB), Ministry of Ayush collaborated
with the Institute of Himalayan Bioresource Technology
(HIBT), Himachal Pradesh
recently by signing an MoU.

of the appropriate medicinal plants in different
agro-climatic zones, including the Rare Endangered
Threatened (RET) species and those growing in highaltitude regions.
The CSIR-IHBT will also be
undertaking the research
on mass multiplication and
agro-technology development
while the NMPB, through its
implementing agencies i.e.
State Medicinal Plant Boards,
State AYUSH societies, State
Horticulture
Departments
and
Regional-cumFacilitation Centres across
India, will support projects
related to QPM Development.

This
Memorandum
of
Understanding will facilitate
the development of Quality
Planting Material (QPM) of
medicinal plants and herbs
identified by NMPB and
help in the establishment
of their nurseries for QPM
development,
promotion.
This will also facilitate the
conservation and cultivation

Gandhidham gets ‘Ayush Van’
Union Minister for Ayush Shri Sarbananda Sonowal
inaugurated Ayush Van, a dedicated forest for
Ayurvedic plants in a program held at the Deendayal
Port Trust (DPT) – Rotary Forest in Gandhidham,
Gujarat. The Ayush Van was set up in 30 acres of
land allotted by DPT in a green-belt area where tree
plantation is being done to improve greenery in urban
areas and increase density of tree cover in the Kutch
region.
The Minister highlighted the huge potential and
benefits of medicinal plants of India. He informed
about the works carried out by the Ministry of Ayush
in realising the potential of India’s traditional systems
of medicine. The Union Minister also planted a sapling
to mark the opening.
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India, Croatia join hands for academic
research in traditional medicine systems
In a landmark move for academic collaboration,
the Ministry of Ayush signed an agreement with
Croatia on 8 October 2021. The Memorandum of
Understanding is signed between All India Institute
of Ayurveda (AIIA), Ministry of Ayush and Croatia’s
Kvarner Health Tourism Cluster.
This collaboration will help in strengthening India’s
relationship with other countries and will promote
academic research, clinical and educational
activities, medical education, training, and
competency building.
The two sides will undertake academic activities
in the field of Ayurveda in collaboration with the
identified institutions. There will be close cooperation
and collaboration on research, including study
design and execution, developing evidence-based
guidelines for integrating Ayurvedic principles
and practices with modern medicine, conducting
lectures, workshops, seminars and conferences, and
other such activities on Ayurveda.
Both sides will also develop academic standards
and courses in accordance with the needs of the
institutions, end-users and stakeholders and
develop Ayurvedic medical education guidelines for
Ayurveda education in Croatia.
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AIIA organises national seminar on
Start-Ups in Ayush sector
Celebrating the 6th Ayurveda Day on the theme nutrition and with Poshan Ahaar Initiative of AIIA
‘Ayurveda for Poshan, a national seminar and with active inputs and ideas on food start-ups will
Ayurveda Food Expo was organized at All India help in attaining this dream”.
Institute of Ayurveda campus, New Delhi.
Shri Pramod Kumar Pathak, Special Secretary,
Dr Manoj Nesari, Advisor Ministry of Ayush in his Ministry of Ayush in his presidential address said that
keynote address said “Efforts have to be made to representatives from the Ayurveda sector of every state
convert challenges into opportunities. The culture of in India have joined for the workshop and more than
Start-Ups can be made possible in the Ayush sector 400 Ayush institutes have joined the event virtually.”
by following a model of sustainability. The National Eminent speakers from their respective fields also
Health Policy Under the of India emphasises on shared their expertise in the workshop.
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Free Sowa-Rigpa medical camps at Leh
Under the celebration of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav,
the National Institute of Sowa Rigpa, Leh organized
free Medical Camps at several villages under the
Tribal Health Care Research Programme from 7th
October to 21st October 2021. About 915 people from
305 villages were surveyed and more than 300 patients
were reportedly treated. The distribution of free Sowa
Rigpa medicines was also carried out.
Dr. Tashi Stobgais (Sr.Consultant) gave advice to the
villagers about the right and balanced diet as primary
health care and improving general health.

CCRUM organises special campaign to
weed out old files
The Central Council for Research in Unani Medicine
(CCRUM), Ministry of Ayush, organized a special
campaign to review and weed out old files on Saturday,
October 16, 20 21. The campaign was a part of the
Clean India Drive by the Ministry of Ayush. For this,
the CCRUM office was opened on Saturday and the
old files were reviewed and unnecessary files were
separated so that the burden of files could be reduced.
The tasks which could be resolved immediately were
done and the files which were no longer needed were
weeded out.
Prof. Asim Ali Khan, Director General, CCRUM and
Advisor (Unani), Ministry of Ayush said that the
special campaign to review and weed out old files was
run as per the directives of the Ministry of Ayush with
strict adherence to the Government of India’s Record
Retention Schedule. He mentioned that this process
will continue throughout this month. He further said

that the records have been reviewed so that the facts
are neither destroyed prematurely nor kept beyond
the required time limit. He said that the Council is
running Clean India drive at the headquarters and all
its peripheral centres/units to promote “Clean India:
Safe India”.
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NIA organises ‘Dharohar Kreeda
Mahotsav: Going back to the lanes of
childhood’ games
The National Institute of Ayurveda (NIA), Jaipur,
Ministry of Ayush, enthusiastically celebrated
the 100th Ayurveda day by organising several
activities, competitions including “Dharohar Kreeda
Mahotsav”...aao laut chale bachpan ki or (Let’s get
back to childhood).
Recognising the fact that we are devoting relatively
more time to our screens, a 3-day “Dharohar Kreeda
Mahotsav” was organised from 29 September 2021 to
1 October 2021 to revive our traditional/old games.
The Chancellor of the institute Prof. Sanjeev Sharma
inaugurated the Mahotsav at NIA auditorium. ProChancellor Prof. Meeta Kotecha and Registrar Shri
A.K Ramamurthy also graced the event. All the
students and faculty of the institute participated in
the Mahotsav.
Exercises play a significant role in keeping one’s
mind-body healthy and playing sports can supply
this human body’s demand perfectly. Going back
to the lanes of childhood, the traditional games like
Stapoo, Tug of war, Gitte, Kho-kho, Gulel target,
Machis cup, Rassi-toffee, Langdi, Rassi kood, Seven
stones etc. were played by the participants.

The COVID-19 pandemic has not only affected the
world physically but mentally and socially as well. It
has confined people within the walls of their respective
homes and even now many of the offices have not
resumed and people are still working from their homes.
At this exact time, the use of technology helped but
affected our habit of using mobile phones drastically.

Adding joy to the celebration, the National Institute of
Ayurveda also organised several interesting activities
and online competitions including nukkad-natak,
photography, cooking competition and poem writing
etc.
In another event, as a part of the celebration of 75th
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsava, the National Institute of
Ayurveda (NIA) organized 12 Medical camps in the
surrounding areas of Jaipur. Health education regarding
various diseases and, preventive aspects of Ayurveda
like Dincharya, Ritucharya, Yoga, diet etc were given to
the patients attending the camps and spread awareness
about smoking cessation, various addictions, hygiene
& sanitation. Free medicines were also distributed to
the patients in the camps.
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NIUM Bengaluru observes ‘Rashtriya
Poshan Maah’
The National Institute of Unani Medicine (NIUM),
Ministry of Ayush observed “Rashtriya Poshan Maah”
(September 2021) by organising various activities.
The institute planted several fruit-bearing medicinal
plants having nutritional values to raise awareness
about them. More than 20 species such as Aam,
Amrood, Mosambi, Lemon, Chickoo, Chakotra
(Grapefruit), Orange, Sahajna, Amla etc. were planted
by Prof Abdul Wadud, Director NIUM and other
sectional heads, and faculty members.
NIUM also organised a National webinar on Nutrition
as a part of the Rashtriya Poshan Maah with the
theme “Nutritional supplements in anaemia during
pregnancy- A Unani perspective’. The programme
was started with the introduction of the webinar by
Dr Kouser Fathima firdose, followed by an inaugural
address by Prof. Ismath Shameem. Dr Arshiya Sultana
as a speaker extensively elaborated upon different
dietary options to be advised to pregnant women
to prevent anaemia and said that taking Unani
supplements like Gulkand, Halwa, Haresa etc. would
be beneficial for them.
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NIN Pune organises CCRUM plants
saplings to mark
medical camp
‘Poshan Maah’

As part of the Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav
celebrations, the tribal unit of National Institute of
Naturopathy, Ministry of Ayush, Gohe, Ambegaon
organized two days medical camp at Dimbhe
budruk and Dimbhe Khurd. In these camps,
patients were given consultations and also provided
Ayush prophylactic medicine Kabasura kudineer
to prevent Covid-19 infection. Giloy saplings were
also distributed.
In another event, as part of the vigilance awareness
week celebration, the institute organised two
sessions on ‘Preventive vigilance’ and ‘Integrity
- A way of life for the student and staff on 27th
October 2021.
Further, observing the Swachhta Pakhwada, NIN
held webinars from 16th October to 31st October
2021. The topics include Swachhta and Natural
Hygiene Concept of Nature Cure, Creating Swachh
Bharat from Trash & Treasures: A Gandhian
perspective to waste management and treating
trash as best friends, Swacchta and the Yogic
concept of cleanliness etc.

The Central Council for Research in Unani Medicine
(CCRUM), Ministry of Ayush, planted nutritional
plant saplings of pomegranate (Anar), java plum
(Jamun), guava (Amrood), papaya (Papita), etc.
in the premises of CCRUM headquarters under
plantation drive to mark the month of September
as Rashtriya Poshan Maah on September 08, 2021.
On this occasion, Prof. Asim Ali Khan, Director
General, highlighted the importance of nutrition.
He said that Unani Medicine lays great emphasis
on taking a balanced and nutritious diet

considering an individual’s nutritional needs,
temperaments, age, season, etc. He asserted that
we need to ensure and encourage the right kind of
food habits. He highlighted the need to increase
nutritional awareness and responsiveness among all
stakeholders about vital nutrition behaviours.
The Poshan Maah is celebrated with the nationwide initiative of the Ministry of Women and Child
Development and NITI Aayog under Rashtriya
Poshan Abhiyan (National Nutrition Mission) which
aims to provide information regarding antenatal
care, optimal breastfeeding, complementary feeding,
growth monitoring, hygiene and sanitation, etc. to
every household. The initiative seeks to synergize all
efforts by leveraging technology and intends to take
nutrition awareness to the level of Jan Andolan or
the People’s Movement.
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This e-Newsletter has been envisioned to share news related to the
Ayush sector. For any suggestions and information please email at:
ayushnewsletter3@gmail.com

Ayush-Watch, e-Newsletter of the Ministry of Ayush, will
now be available on the website every month.

